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Abstract
While the task of digital error correction seems resolved in the context
of quantum computing, that of analog error correction does not seem so
clear.
1 Error correction
In classical digital computing a discrete set of states is employed, normally just
0 and 1, and as a result the system is implicitly error correcting, for if we were
to detect a signal that is close to that representing say 1, we would not only
recognize the error, but also be in a position to correct it exactly. Such is not
the case with analog computing, where all signal strengths are valid and so any
corrections cannot be exact. Such computers soon get swamped by their own
errors, and as a result digital computing now totally dominates.
This discussion is relevant to quantum computing, for both digital and ana-
log aspects are present due to the very nature of quantum theory.
1.1 Problems with Quantum analog error correction
Quantum error correction is made somewhat more subtle by the fact that one
needs to locate and correct errors without making a measurement on the state;
but this is not quite so limiting as might at first seem the case.
The following encoder followed by a decoder/corrector circuit [1] protects
the state |ψ〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉
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|q0〉 = |ψ〉 • • • • ⊕
|q1〉 = |0〉 ⊕ ⊕ •
|q2〉 = |0〉 ⊕ ⊕ •
by correcting a digital error that might occur in the time spent between the
circuits, without the need for measurement.
However, the inability to correct the analog aspects are as present in the
quantum regime as the classical, for in any finite time interval all analog aspects
of the system will be assured to encounter errors, be they in general small; in
stark contrast to the digital parts where it is the chance of error that is small. So
in the analog case errors are inevitable on all qubits, and so cannot be removed
completely, while in the digital case errors are unlikely, and can be completely
removed except in the rare case of multiple errors.
This difference between digital and analogue errors is especially poignant
for chaotic type simulations where an error (if present) can undergo exponential
magnification.
2 Conclusion
Fortunately the ‘quantum interference computer’ approach [2, 3] does not cal-
culate on the analog part of the quantum state, and so bypasses the need for
analog error correction; one only has to protect against bit flip and phase flip
errors which are digital in nature.
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